Key in the present investigation is the optical separation of the drop and the surrounding lubricant in the LSCM images. This could be achieved by employing only one type of fluorescent dye, N-(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-3,4-perylenedicarboxylic acid monoimide (PMI).
To deduce the geometrical measures of the drop-on-lubricant system, the two fluorescence channels are processed as follows. In a first step, the contour of the drop and the lubricant cross sections are obtained from the fluorescence images by employing the software FIJI ( Fig. S2b ). Subsequently, these contours are divided into different sections which can be fit to functions describing their particular geometry. For the drop these are circular arcs for the top and both lateral boundaries to the lubricant as well as a flat boundary to the substrate.
To describe these sections with functions, the data of the lateral boundaries are divided into upper and lower parts according to upper and lower half of the circle function. The functional terms of these parts have been combined with the equation describing circular arc of the top and the flat bottom line, respectively, to conjointly fit in each case upper and lower part of the drop. The lubricant on either side is divided into its top surface fit to an exponential, the boundary to the drop (fit to a circular arc again) and a flat bottom line to the substrate (Fig. 2c) . Furthermore, the functions contain terms to consider the optical distortion due to differences in the refractive indices of the two liquids and the mismatch with respect to the objective. Mutual points and boundaries of these geometrical functions are fit with shared parameters (Fig. 2d) . 
